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at the 
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Editor which 
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 less 
Letters
 or vtewpoints must be 
typed and may be 
vput in the
 Letters to ihe 
Editor  box at the 
Spartan Daily 
office in 
Dwight Bente! Hall. room 909 
'faxed to (4041 994-5457 or 
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Campus
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XXII  
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Call 
Canty 
938-1610.
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Campus  
Ministry
 
Sunday  
Mass.  At St.
 Joseph 
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 on 
Market  
and  San 
Fernando
 streets 
from 1.1 
p.m. 
to 9 
p.m.  through
 
Dec 
ember.  
Tuesday
 
SJSU 
Mariadr 
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 welt inning
 recep-
tion.
 Live MarCich
 music and 
refreshments. Meet 
strudents  
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 In Music Rm. 
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 in 
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Rodman 
fascinates, Russo
 
flirts
 
Top TV stars 
named 
NE11. 
1()RK  \ ii 
times  as 
no 
shot
 k 
that 
Helen  Huta. 
His
 Seint(1(1 and 
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pit kill 1)% 
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inaganne.
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 pot basketball 
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 ii 
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NI 11". "Rodman ... 
D 
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giicsis Fin 
gonna !lase get a 
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Fin 
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gets small 
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 
'11.1.1t1 
Elidlt..
 i; 
if flit sass 
his 
to-stai
 
tttt the  
sitt tun N1.11( 
i tltti lIlt)
 Eddie" 
taught him 
hosv
 III get 
small. 
1Vaniei
 has "been
 
a 
1).1,/, 
ricip hing 
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t tuned\ fin the small
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the ( 
)lang('
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"Vim
 'rise to 
do
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Internet
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 log
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to
 
cyberfunerals
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 
Sometimes 
a 
death 
ill the 
family 
hi
 ings 
guilt as 
well 
as
 
gi bef
 mist' 1.11
 flung 
relanses
 I aunt,' 
chisel  
to 
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'uncial.  I 
he 
such Ill  
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"Everyone  
walks 
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guilt  when 
dies
 i iii 't attend
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For
 
detailed
 
job  
descriptions
 
of 
over
 
1,000
 
positions,
 
visit
 
us
 
on
 
the 
Web  
at: 
http://www.cisco.com/jobs
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Welcome
 
Back!
 
As the \\ 
orld leader in 
advanced 
internets,vork-
ing 
solutions,
 
Cisco  Systems offers a 
world  of 
challenging
 
opportunities  
lor young 
profes-
sionals  to 
help 
us 
develop
 hardware, 
software
 
and 
customized
 
internetworking
 
products.  
We 
believe 
in 
staying  one step
 
ahead 
of our 
competition
 
by 
cominually
 
pushing
 
industry  
standards
 
and 
looking
 for
 new
 
methods
 
of 
in
 Our 
young 
professionalsyou
 and 
your
 
contemporariesare
 
a vital
 part 
of this
 
effort.
 And 
in 
turn,
 
we 
offer 
you  the ideal 
environment
 
to 
perfect  your 
abilities,
 refine
 
your
 
skills
 and 
promote
 
your  
strengths.
 
Today's
 
technological
 
world is  
expanding.  So 
are  the 
opportunities
 
at
 
Cisco.
 
If 
you  
have
 a 
strong  
interest  
in the 
Internet
-
working
 
industiy  
and  
will
 he 
graduating
 this 
year 
with
 a 
RA/RS
 in a related 
discipline,
 
C:isco  
tillers
 an 
environment
 
that
 
promotes 
diversity
 
and 
opportunity
 
lor 
all of its 
employees.  
To 
apply, 
please
 send
 your
 
resume
 
to: 
Casco  
y,,tems,
 
Inc., 
Human  
Resources,
 
P.O.  
Box 
040730,
 
San  
Jose, 
CA
 
95164-07W,
 FAX 
(MOO)
 
818-920
 I 
(please  
use 
white  
paper 
with 
12 point 
plain  
black  
font), 
or 
F
-mail:  
college@cisco.com
 
(ASCII
 only). 
WE
 
See  
us
 
on 
campus
 
October
 
2 
& 
3 
CI:COSY:TEM:
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artan Dail 
sae 
joie  state urivers 
1WI
 
0, 
 
41; 
You
 
get 
your
 
tongue
 pierced] 
You 
can 
barely talk 
You 
call dad 1 -800
-COLLECT
 
[_ 
He's
 
proud  
you  saved him 
money]  
He can't figure 
out a word
 you're saying -1 
He 
thinks  
you're
 ill 
[ He 
sends  you extra 
cash
 
L You
 
get 
your
 nose pierced 
1 -800 -COLLECT
 
SAVE THE
 PHIPI F
 YOU
 CAI I
 
UP
 
TO
 4 4 % 
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Jose
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Here's
 
an
 
idea:
 
Have
 
GOP -TV 
cover
 
Demos
 
Might  
make
 
week
 
as volatile 
as
 
last
 
Chicago
 
convention
 
in 
'68 
By Frazier Moore 
Associated Pre" Television 
Writer 
NEW YORK 
 "See
 vim 
u 
in 
Chicago." 
That's how 
commeri
 ials 
have
 been 
hyping
 NBC's 
Democratic 
Convention  coverage.
 
To 
which  many 
viewers  might
 
have been heard
 to reply, "Not 
if
 I 
see you first." 
At least, many 
of them voted 
down the 
Republican 
wingding 
two weeks ago. 
Ratings
 for the Big 
Three 
networks' 
coverage
 
dropped by 25 
percent  from 1992. 
Nearly
 three -fourths of all 
being watched 
were
 tuned to 
things 
unconventional.  
Even before the 
delegates  had 
put away their fUnny hats, the net-
works were stewing over how to 
cover
 the conventions in 
2000. 
Here's a suggestion: Don't. 
Depltry your election -year 
tesources
 in inure 
effective
 Wayti. 
And  look for other 
ways to show-
case your stars and
 your ability to 
mobilize for a story.
 
Instead, leave
 the 
conventions
 
to 
C SPAN and CNN 
and that 
wacky CA 
/P -TV (whit
 h maybe 
nest  
time could expand
 its "covet age
 
-
to the Democratic.
 
(:onvention,  
thundering against
 the Democtats 
with the same
 rapturous abandon
 
it displayed  hailing all things 
Republican  in 
San
 Diego. Ni
 iW 
THAT'S entertainment). 
Tonight, this convention sea-
son's other shoe begins its des( cm 
as the 
Demo(  tins try to put Olen 
best foot 
forward.  
If the Republican
 convention  
offered
 
any 
c hies 
to Chi( ago, 
expei t too many cot respondents 
hasing
 too few stories, mid I CIS cit-
ing too 
often  on what they 
haven't  
found.  
Expect to 
hear the proceedings
 
ofttli
 likened
 to an 
"itift
 mccciiird.
 
Inc the
 speet 
hes,
 listen 
up
 tot 
epigrams
 
where  poll( 
v should 
be 
(one sampleer eadv standout  
from 
San Diego: 
"Char:tetet
 
is dicing 
the 
tight thing
 when
 
nobodv's  
look -
Mc.
 
sure to 
contemplate  
the 
irony of gathering 1,090
-plus peo-
ple to 
show
 them videos, many of 
whir h 
displayed  "tear Amer it ans 
out in the &rine 
"rear  Amerii a the 
delegates  had 
just
 
grin
 in bone 
Or 
maybe
 not. 
"Does that mean 
those  people 
aren't 
represented
 het t 
MSNBC'.; 
joint MK 
ken  her i y, 
inquiring
 about the
 videos, asked
 
former Vice 
President Dan Quayle 
No, not at all. .1 here  
ate 
olds  
so many people you
 can get in this 
convention
 hall." (111.11%1C
 I C,I 
soned. 
Even helot 
e the first Republic  an 
session 
was gaveled 
to 01(11.f. 
media observers 
hail
 likened that 
picture-perfec
 t 
cc cius'i'iutiin
 
to the 
storybook
 pat 
kaging
 
for  NBC's 
Olympics.
 
If one 
resembled  the other.
 no 
winiclut.
 
Ai 
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 dii a Neu, 
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 st
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age was designed
 ai I niclinglx. 
and 
women ivan
 lied in ilines alnng
 
with  Int'll. 
I 1111It h 
different.
 e c 
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Met  
e Ite bctivecit 
spu its Mid  1.11 -
tit
 ,e; WIth 
'.pc its. finliticsis
 
lin winfien 
,11,0iit
 
identilit
 J-
inni than 
masto  
N111V1/1.1
 
111.11...
 I 
Me
 
!C.V./1J  
Ike  
Re1)111)11(
 
stagiil 
1111511110
 11I 
inkier 
Instuu  was the Yyati
 
Ii 
%col 
'togetherness
 will 
likely
 be .1 
theme,
 
too, .tt this 
1)C11111(
 
i 
Mit  W111.11).
 
I 
hits 
is In cc-
 a 
ot 
at
 least the 
appeatani  
.tite, 
in stalk 
cuntrast 
tic 
Inc agi.
 
di 
1'168,  
a 
1,,,vs-cvill-lic-blims  In awl 
1 ueled In 
high- 
ii 
tane
 
testc
 sti-i. 
nii-
1-nigne 
the
 cii1 `1,,11111111, 
1111J  
lel all 111.11 11111-1, 
111111
 .1 I C11.1111111,1 
ked  In 
11111111.111.1111/11  
111 .1111I 11111 1cf 
II1C Ii ill. IIICI
 l 
« /115e11111
 /11 111.11 111.11IC 
111.111.!  I IIC 
111 ill' WI11111 
%VAS
 11.111 hing, and it 
cycis 
snmething
 ti. 
1..ist Fricla's
 ''I line and Again-
( alilc
 
iii isited I V 
nil
 anents
 Iiiint 
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Ini,rt  
1)errini heti(
 
( 
u 
nnentic  in. 
III 11111 
tst, 
11',Il 
11.ctillus(1.15
 ui . NI1(
 
an(iii ( het 
1111111k%
 .111111111111 
1/1111l 11.111111.11111111111111,11111
 1,11 
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I/1 
1C111.1111
 III
 
Pick.  
HI( C hac 
pledged
 
inn
 
to 
I 4,illt1 
1111111.- 11111111c\ 
tepililcd  
"Sic. Ink le has 
been 
det kited. 
see
 hi 
cii 1111114
 
It 
1/111.111%.-
I hen, 
signing  
utl, an, 
hut
 
1 
cs 
ccl 
lb 
nikics lii \ 
IC111'1,111.11
 Ili-
a 
1(111'11111(ncii
 
ccclii be 
hack  nil the 
r with the 
((invention at 
Inn  
III,  
0111 .1 It11,V hours 
away.  'Arid,
 nil
 
cici 
se, we will stay 
with  
it 
to 
111c 
%VIA Cnd." 
Commentary
 
'Advance
 
man'  
Presidential
 poll 
While President 
Clinton  rode his 
whistle-stop
 campaign 
train 
westward on Sunday,
 his chief
 
"advance man"
 prepared the way 
in
 Chicago. Vice
 President 
Al
 
Gore rallied 
core constituencies
 
of the Democratic
 Party, visiting 
a black church 
and pledging to 
union members to stand fast 
against what he 
called GOP 
attacks 
on workers. "We need to 
stick together. The stakes have 
never been higher,"
 Gore told a 
more than1,000 labor delegates 
Few blame
 
Clinton
 
for 
teens'  
drug  
use  
By Mike Mokrzycki 
A/IIi1/l 'Aced Press
 Wr4r 
(.111( it 

 Cud o.Ile  
cuIn
 
sccic-t',
 1/1,inits llIc C 11111,11 .01111111S-
11.111i mm 11 /I Illt ICl/141ln' 1111 I t.INCiii 
teen -ago.'
 
iii tig use and tine, in 
Intif nt the tolei al lac k-
(14 .wit  ccii teen sninking.  pill 
teleasol!Nettitilas  Inund. 
Ninvmseek 
jcc 
.11 suggests [fiat 
Relnihlii 
ails'  Out twit -year 
attai
 ks 
1'1c -snit -in (Jinn in 
1.tSI cck tin
 the
 
ding 
tystie
 might
 
ci haw legs. 
utteleaye against 
the 
.1,,n 
indtistti 
might. 
"Hie 
1)441  alsn 
ficicicci 
Clintim 
anti Vii e
 ic esidenit .I 
Gine  %vial a 
7-1)4,1111  lead nvin 
the Republit 
tit 
Let ul 
Bcuhi 1)nle and lac
 
Is 
Kemp.
 
%nth Relni
 
cci l'ai 
is nninince 
Rnss  
Perin  
. ledin
 al sin
 i-c
 tileased last 
cueek fcccumcul 
hat 
alto a decade
 4,1 
414,1ine.
 
ill  lig usi 
aiming  
12-tn-17
 
cc.ii .,1,1,  inst. 
hum
 
pen ent  
cii 
those 
sin  \ci-il in 
11'12 
in 
1(1.9 
pet 
ent in 1103. 
kl 
labeled
 
the
 
ic1uccdt
 
,t 
-11.it;nnal  
tiageil.-  
and  ntliet 
Republic  ,IIIS 
ItAtlin
 
I
 
mcii 11.1101CI 
11111,11111
 al Clint, 
in 
Clinton
 
But  yy.hen 
voters 
in the 
Newsweek 
poll  were asked 
who
 W.LS 
IlInSt 
other than thug
 
dealers and the 
teen-agers  them-
selves, 
only
 It percent 
said the 
Clinton  administr-atinn.
 
percent
 
blamed  
parents,
 24 per-
cent 
blamed
 the 
entertainment  
111(111S11V
 and S 
pCIc ellt 
SARI 
ii hcuiuis %VCR'  
diduiit at tank 
Scmcii 
pert ent said 
lione
 of thine 
Chid,
 
cm 
applied
 in listed 
other  causes 
and  
Alit
 fie 
lit didn't 
know.  
Seventv-tuur 
percent
 said then 
apprihed  .1 new 
(Aiiiton-bac
 ked 
federal
 regulations
 that 
C.11  
Whin 
1. .1.. 11 thug iuid
 crack down 
on cigarette
 marketing 
and sales in 
teen-agers. 
Twentv--three 
disap-
proved arid 
percent didn't know.
 
In 
die sampling 
of 731 regis-
tered 
voteis HMI sdav 
and  Friday 
-17 
percent
 said they 
would  vote lin 
Clinton 
and  
(,ine  if the 
election  
11111.1 
tccclty, 40 
percent Mr 
l)ole-
Kemp and
 7 per( ent 
for Perot. 
Hie  
mai gin of 
sampling  
error
 was 
phis in 
minus -1 
percentage
 pintas. 
Newsweek poll 
a week ear lien, 
as the 
11:( )1' c (invention  
sscs end-
Intind a 
44-12-3 
split,
 but that 
iniestuni  didn't 
name  Pout as 
the
 
tti tv 
andidate. 
Also
 a Fox 
News -t /pinion 
Dvnainit 
s
 pcuhlput the 
e 
.11 45 
'tett
 ent lot Clinton,
 314 pelt ent
 tin 
[Ink
 
and 7 pet
 
cent
 for
 Perla. 
Cher 
can't  
see  
Sonny
 as 
Republican
 
NI 55 
),t 
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CAI.I. (408) 289 -VISION (8474) 
Call
 
your
 
parents
 
for  
FREE  
and 
tell 
them
 
how 
you're
 
spending
 
your
 
student
 
Loan. 
Here's
 the 
deal 
Save
 up 
to
 $100 
on a 
bike.  
Get  a 20 
minute
 phone
 card 
FREE. 
wp'veio
 
marked
 down 
specially
 selected 
accessones
 
including
 20°/n
 off our 
'96 Bell 
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SEPTEMBER 81 
Wei 
your  
Math,Science,
 & 
English  
tvi&oui
 
fieingon
 
Beans,
 
Macaroni,
 & Popcorn. 
At San
 Jose City 
College, you
 don't have
 to choose 
between
 G.E. 
requirements
 and 
a nutritious 
diet. 
We've got 
room  for you in 
our classes, and
 at 13 
bucks
 a unit, you 
should have 
room for them 
in 
your budget.
 Mini -semester 
classes  start Sept 
14;
 
call now to 
get your 
Fall
 Schedule.
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SAN  JOSE 
CITY 
COLLEGE  
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Athletics
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 Language 
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 Learning Skills 
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Machine 
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Physic s 
Political Science
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Social Sr tern, 
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Speech
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PEP
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Wishes
 you
 
a 
Successful
 
Fall!  
Prevention Education Program Center 
Admin.  Bldg. 1222A 
(408)924-5945
 
The PEP -Center 
serves
 as  mane centet referral 
assistaxe center, and offers educatlonil outreach on the 
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other drug abuse prevention, and 
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Teacher
 
takes new 
gender
 
to class 
SANTA 
ROSA
 
(AP)
 - 
Mathematics 
instructor  
Dick Giles says has finally 
decided to 
stop
 pretending 
to his students, so he came 
to class this 
week as Diane. 
Giles, who teaches at 
Santa Rosaj llll ior College, 
revealed this 
week  that be is 
oansgender. 
1 accept
 what I :un." said 
Giles, 
58. "I just decided I 
needed tomtit hying 
a lie." 
Giles, who admitted that 
few people knew his 
secret, 
said he has identified with 
the opposite gender for as 
long as 
he can remember. 
This . , with the 
support  of his wife, Anne, 
(:iles decided to come out 
- ancl began
 dressing full-
time in women's clothes. 
Ile even visited his family in 
Quin( v, Ill., and :mended 
his 40th high school 
reunion
 in a dress.
 
'I've 
known  about it all 
the   we have been 
together," AMR' (ilit'S Said. 
"I'm glad the hiding, the 
silting
 and the content 
for the mental health of 
Diane is tact. rhis IS the 
perstm she is." 
The (ample has III
 
thu 
( 'riles said. 
Administrators at the 
junior «Mew  said 
Giles 
an 
«infinite  to teach 
as 
it  as it 
does  not interfere 
with teaching math,  
he biggest
 r hallenge 
besides 
getting
 the pro-
nouns z 
ight has been 
whir  h 
bathroom
 Diane 
should use, said 
Ed 
Buckley. vice 
president
 of 
academic affairs. 
The 
int 
'Nem
 was ...heft
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putting an inlet Pit slid-
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boil "II die 1.14 tills 
li.111111,4  
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WELCOME TO THE FALL 1996 TERM AT SJSU 
ADMISSIONS 
AND RECORDS OFFICE HOURS 
Monday, 
Tuesday,
 Thursday, Friday: 8:00 
am - 5:00 pm 
Wednesday: 
8:00 am - 6:30 pm 
ENROLLMENT TRANSIT CARDS HAVE A NEW LOOK! 
By now many of you have already received the sticker that updates your pink 
Enrollment/Transit Card for the new term. We will continue to update the card this 
way 
each term,  
so
 it is important that you hold on to the card from
 term to term. 
What if I don't 
have  my Enrollment/Transit Card
 any more? 
We will 
replace  
your 
Enrollment/Transit  Card
 for 
free during the 
fall  term only. Come 
to the
 Student
 ID Center 
in Admissions and
 Records. Be aware that there are long 
lines
 
during
 the first weeks  of 
the
 term. 
What
 if I don't receive my sticker?
 
If you
 did 
not get a 
sticker
 and you
 have paid your fees or you have been awarded 
Financial
 Aid, you 
may  get a sticker from the desk in the 
Assessment
 Center. Bring 
your Enrollment/Transit
 Card with you. Students who 
pay  their 
fees at the Cashier's 
window and who have their card 
with them will be given sticker by Cashiering 
Services, 
LINES, 
LINES,
 LINES 
Lines
 are hard 
to
 avoid 
at the
 start of the 
term. 
The 
A & R lobby will 
be
 
very
 busy 
this Fall with the addition of 
the Admission Center to an already busy area. 
Here are 
some suggestions on how to avoid lines: 
Come early or late: Admissions and Records is least busy at the start 
and the end 
of the day. The hours between 
10 am and 2 pm are busiest. 
Use the 
Admissions  and Records
 drop
 box located to the
 right
 of the lobby
 doors. 
You 
can 
leave  any form that
 does 
not  need to 
be
 processed 
immediately. 
Please do 
not 
leave money
 in this drop box. 
Use the Cashiering Services drop box for fees or 
payments
 of 
any kind. 
Make sure 
your SSN 
is on your check 
Pick up forms at other places: Check the information tables 
around
 campus on the 
first 
two days they
 will 
have
 a lot
 of forms. Also, some 
forms are 
available  at 
department
 offices  
and in the 
Student Union  
Information
 Center. 
Consider wafting to 
transact  business that does not 
need  to be handled in the first 
two weeks. Major 
changes,  graduation 
applications, some 
petitions  and some 
enrollment
 verifications
 can wait 
until  after September 6! BE CAREFUL
 to transact 
registration business by the deadlines. CHECK THE SCHEDULE OF CLASSES
 FOR 
ALL DEADLINE
 DATES. 
Spartan 
Daily 
San Jose state 
University  
Monday,
 August 26, 1996 7 
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State 
government
 
Lawmakers
 
pack  
hundreds
 
of issues before
 
deadline
 
SACRAMENTO
 (AP)  It's 
des-
peration deal 
time
 this week in 
the 
California
 Legislature
 for hun-
dreds of bills
 ranging from 
the cos-
mic to the mundane.
 
The 
1996  clock 
runs out 
Saturday for 
more than 4,000 
bills 
introduced 
since  the tumultuous
 
two-year 
session 
began  in 
December 
1994  and not
 yet 
arlizig
 the more 
than
 1,300 bills 
since 
then. 
Issues such as 
earthquake  insur-
ance, 
gambling  regulauon,
 electric 
utility deregulation, school
 and 
prison bonds 
and  water quality 
have
 only until the Aug. 31 
consti-
tutional end of the 
1995-96 ses-
sion.
 
The week is likely to start 
off 
slowly, since some 
Democratic  law-
makers are attending the party's 
national convention in 
Chicago.
 
The Assembly plans to meet 
Monday and Tuesday, but Speaker
 
Curt 
Pringle, R -Garden Grove, 
struck an agreement
 with 
Democrats so only 
noncontrover-
sial bills
 will be considered on the 
floor  those days. 
The pace will turn frantic for 
long
 sessions beg' g 
Wednesday 
and  extending nearly 
without stop through Saturday.
 
Lawmakers, lobbyists and other 
interested parties will be 
attempt-
ing to thrash out deals, or block 
other people's deals, into the early 
hours. 
Always uppermost on legislators' 
minds
 will be the impact of their 
votes on the November election. 
Democrats and Republit airs 
alike are looking for votes that ui 
he 
turned
 
into 
sexv ( 
ampaign
 
mailers that can 
be used for their 
candidates or against their oppo-
nents. 
And  st of the 
pending 
issues,
 
such as insurance
 and gambling, 
are of big  Test to the spee tat 
interests who 
will  be providing the 
bulk of November 1 ampaign do ma-
tions.  
!lure are 
some  01 the big 
issues
 
this 
week: 
 Earthquake
 
Insurame: 
Negotiators
 last week
 (aline up 
with 
the latest
 
compromise  
illle1111)1
 10 
Create  A 
VIM)  billion
 
state -rem 
(:alifornia 
Earthquake
 
Authority
 to 
reverse.  the 
unavail-
ability
 
in  
-owners'  insurance 
in quake
-prone
 au eels. 
The  Sl'1140. 
had 
rejected  
the
 
last
 
( omplomise
 
because
 some 
%cumin%
 said it 
was  
not good 
for  
consumets.
 
The  new 
proposal 
Attempts 
to relate 
the  
rates 
to
 quake 
risks. 
 
Gambling  
Regulatio 
on.  A bill 
to
 
let 
the anomie,'
 genet al 
regulate 
Ardrooms  
has  bee 
mow
 tangled
 
with 
1111114M 
tribes  
Him  is to 
legal -
try
 vide() 11141
 11111e% 10 
their  WM1-
%411101114%
  
T111' 1/111 
W1111111  41.41 
Allow 
boom.
 ra( lug 
.1.00(  imams 
10 
114511 c 
MCI ( 11110. 
1011,1,11'
 
then 
Ira(  
k's. wino h
 
sss,rrlst 
rtihrs
 
rush
 
ti 
mg!  -raw 
Ladino  oke Rat mg 
( :nip. to buy
 the Itie ye le 
Club  in 
Bell 
(;parCICIIS,  54'1011
 by the 
lefle1.41
 
gi 
wernment
 in 1990.
 

 
Fl(' Irk ity 
Deregulation:  
A six -
legislator
 
ii 
nferem
 sr !!!!!! 
litter  
has  been 
woorking  Icor 
weeks on 
a 
compile 
are('  plan to 
deregulate 
the 
MAW% VD 
Whim 
elee
 tin its  
industry.  The 
AIM 
is
 11144 
/Irking the 
deregulation
 plan. 
the nation's
 
first, 
approved
 last 1)44  ember In 
the 
Public
 l'tilitits
 Commission
 
after 20 months 01 wt angling. A 
key
 point is 1 utting
 141(% 101 resi-
dential 
Mid  
011.111-1/114.110,0
 I 11%-
11 
lllll  
 
 
Bonds.
 I Arwmakers 11.141' lawn 
talking  for 
months
 41411111 putting
 
st 
hoot and
 prison 
bonds  on the 
November  
ballot. wino h 
Already
 
has Waif I, 
%lief MI% and
 tail be 
mds.
 
Both
 the se hoot
 and prison
 popu-
lations
 Are 
wowing and   
buildings  
are 
needed.
 1mi 
1)ermix 
rats and 
Republio  411% 
have 
been 
squabbling  
men
 whether 
some
 [Almon 
!chums  
%toenail
 be 
passed 
first.
 
 Water Quality:  The 
Assembly last 
week nice red 
A bill bat Iced by 
(oil
 
wmpanies  And 
sire ii iii ously 
opposed by envire 
Mnwinalisis  And 
district attorneys,
 but it gets A 
set - 
rind c ham 
this week. It would
 
make it harder
 for lot
 
at
 WOW( or-
tors 
to
 ge, after firms 
that pollute 
the 
state's
 
waterways
 It 
would 
allow
 polluters
 
to
 Avoid prowl lo-
tion by 
notifying  water quality oolli-
s ialls 
of spills and 
making
 an 
attempt  
lou lean 
them
 tip. 
 Gay 
Marriage:
 The 
ASIK'Illh1V
 14%1 
week 
passed 
a eel  
I 
version  
of A 
bill 
to 
prevent
 the
 stale 
In PM 
01  
rogni/ing
 
%.1111111'4,11.%
 MAI 
idle.% 
from
 
other  
states.  
II 
returned
 
to the 
Senate.
 
where  
President
 Pito 
Bill
 
IA
 a 
kyer. 
D-Ilayward,
 
says  it 
won't  
«line
 up 
lot a 
voit  
Itur
 bill 
We
 
kers  
plan
 
111 
11-V  111 
1.100111(-
 the 
Rules 
Committee
 
to Allow
 the 
full 
Senate
 for
 
stilts'
 01111.
 
 
Drive
-Through
 
Delivery:
 The
 
Senate
 last
 week
 
approved
 A (  
- 
promise
 
version
 
of a bill
 to 
requit e 
health  
c are 
plans
 to 
allow
 
new  
mothers
 
and 
babies  to 
stay in 
the 
hospital
 for
 48 
hours  
alter  
delivery.
 
It 
returns
 to the
 
Assembly
 
and 
still 
has 
strong  
opposition
 by 
health  
HMOs. 
 
San Fernando
 Valley: 
The.  
Senate
 last week 
rejected  a bill 
that
 
would make
 it easier 
for the 'alley
 
to succeed 
from the city 
of Los 
Angeles. 
But backers
 plan a 
se«md 
vote
 
this week, 
Some  
senators  say
 they 
want  all 
LA 
residents,
 not just
 those hi 
the 
Valley, to vote 
on
 any 
split. 
 
Toll
 Bridges:
 A 
conference
 
com-
mittee
 has 
been
 
to deter-
mine
 how 
to
 
pas' for
 making
 the 
state's  toll
 bridge's, 
most of 
them  in 
the 
San Francisco
 Bay area,
 sal
 
it  
in an 
earthquake.  The
 committee 
has 
been 
exploring  
increasing  
tolls,
 but 
that's  an 
tinpopuhu-
choice. 
 Fire Funds: 
The  recent rash 
of 
fires in 
California's
 forests 
mid 
foothills 
has stretched 
state fire-
fighters  thin. Bills have 
been pro-
posed 
to give the 
state Department
 
of Forestry and 
Fire Prow( thin 
more.  
moues-.  Gov. 
Pete 
Wilson
 
vetoed $4 million 
that lasymakers 
had added 
for firefighting 
in
 this 
year's budget. 
 Megan's Law: Both 
houses  must 
approve a bill
 to implement the. 
state's
 version) of the 
redcoat
 
Ins
 
that requires law enforcement to 
make public information 
about  
dangerous sex 
ollenders. The bill 
would let adults %iew 
infrormation
 
about registered 
sex  offs
-ride
-is
 sit 
CD
-10
 
),Is
 at ha 
at
 10 olio. e and 
+Iwo 
nfl(offices.
 
 Constitution. 1 he .o 
onstituiional  
Revision  
Commission
 
spent  
Is 
months holding hear tug 
and 
studying ways too make stmt.
 
gut
 
eminent
 
wi 
ink 
hence. 
But lawmaker s don't 
like inans 
of the recommendations, sou 
ii 
is 
doubling trim limits and easing 
Proposition  13 
restrictions (no 
pr( 
perm  tax inc mares. 
Violets
 
would  have to 
alga
 
sit
 
arts'
 phut passed 1/5 the legislature 
Senate
 
OKs 
bill 
to 
stop  'drive
-through'
 
births
 
SM.:KAMEN.' 
()
 (AP r  
Anodic'
 attempt
 to pteviit
 "dr its-
iiius 
nigh'' 
hildbirth
 
,it  Califon
 ilia 
hospitals
 passed
 
the 
Senate.
 
on 
1 loon 
sda%
 and
 
headed
 
fon  an 
unt 
titan) late
 in the 
Assemh  ils. 
the.
 measure,
 a 
compionoise
 vel-
sion 
of a 
bill  that
 stalled
 in the
 
Assembly  
last sear,
 ( 
ku eel the
 
Se.nate son a 
25-8 sear. 
It would
 give 
dot 
tins
 the 
final 
sat
 ono 
how  long
 inothers
 and 
new-
borns  al 
hospitali/ed
 
if  fur 
iii, 
based 
on 
guidelines  
developed
 
with 
physic  anis'
 input 
and 
based  
on
 novelle 
al tic
-annum  
stendaicis.
 
Bill
 
sopt 
sir 
tla 
s 
1.1%. the
 
bs 
ASS(.1111/15140111.111
 1.i/ 
Figueroa,
 
1)-Ent.incont,
 is 
an 
attempt  
to 
respond  
to a gi 
caving  to 
end  among
 
hertIth  
maintenance
 
onganitations  
or 
111M(  
)s
 tin 
disc
 lialge
 
mothers
 
and newboiris
 as 
soon
 
as
 eight 
Iii 
ms 
Ate' 
(1Clist1  
( 41111i  
.41 ..4i% OW 
Cads disc
 }huge., 
.111. 
IIIVI11( .111s 
I 
Iski
 
.111(1  .11 
prompted
 its
 
litiant
 ial concerns.  
Figi is-ni u.i 
c ails 
them
 "di -be
-through 
Eigtier
 
bill  
passed the. St.11.11e 
last
 Year as 
a measure 
that would
 
icquile
 insui 
ant e e 
oimpanies  
that
 
(offer
 
mateiiiit%
 
owei
 ago too
 pay. 
for 
a 4S -hour hospital
 stay
 
following  
iii 
ri mai 
births
 and a 
9tallour 
stay  
when
 the 
delivers
 is IA 
(:itesarealt  
sec non. 
-111,it  hill 
stalled
 
out the 
last day 
ot
 die 
1995
 
session
 when it went 
hat k to 
the Republican
-c lllll 
rolled
 
.-sassenololv
 for a 
vote on Senate
 
amendments.
 The measure 
origi-
nally 
passed the 
Assembly  as a 
minor  bill 
dealing
 with 
health  phut 
notific
 oil 
requirements.  
Five] o ia resist -el  the bill 
this
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44411111111 1/1114,
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living 
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55 1 olio alto i,t pot.
 ti,
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n.11111.1111
 
111 
111%%11
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with oh. 
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 its
 
I'l P.O... 1...o. 22.2 loosololoow too 1 onIus 
 rolliis 4 1,, pi.. Into r.,, will ho tot ilor tune 
otll 
lit 
/III. %11 10 
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be 
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5,24 
11/47,  
 I 
1 
1 
 
 
 
 
4 
 
1 
1 
1 
411. 
 
 
month and 
abet !legs onatio 
oils
 is
 
Assenobl%
 Republic 
ans,
 the bill 
is
 
%i-hit bat 
Is  o the Senate 
fen text -
...ions. 
Sen. 
Stele 
Peace. 1) -El 
C.uliuni,
 
said  Eigurioa 
had taken 
amend-
ments that "o. ontor
 no to
 
5s hit has
 
been
 the alleged 
position
 cit -
health 
ate plans
 
opposed
 
to the 
-1/4-11( our  
n equir emetic 
lie'
 
said the 
bill  W.1% ".11/1 
011  
Whelh(.1 WV .11V 7 
e.geoing
 is 
stirow(
 t 
But 
Sens,  Ross 
Johnson,  
Irvine, and Ray lin" ie., 
R-
R-
lemeo 
ilia, 
(Oleo  led 
to
 oalao o% 
isio
 
It 
that witilol 
e health-care 
plans to explain in ivi 'tang wh% 
the% disc white ot 
lite  plossie tans 
pi -tabling colostetrie
 alserio 
es.  
I at goes
 
iii 
lit-%i
 owl doe pur-
pose oof this lull, fat 
lamild 
the 
issue of when 
a mooting and nevi --
boom 
should  be allowed
 
to
 
go 
mitt.  
Sellittot
 Peat 
t'
 %smith
 isi 
iithiiiiss
 
one 
of his ;ie would 
not
 
want  
to
 ha% Inc 
wide
 wi 
Men  
'toddle 
Mimi."
 
lollitsoll  
added. 
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By 
Christine 
Ann  Bacas 
Spa,Lon
 Wily Stall %nit, 
Step
 aside, 
alternative  rockers.
 
KISS. the '70s tot
 k mho 
!tt
 
lit 
showed 
nitisi(
 fans how to 
14,1
 k 
and spawned
 a genet anon 
of 
diverse 
music 
groups
 has 
returned  
with .1 
%111geallt
 
t. 
I he 
four 
original  
members  
will 
per
 
iii iii 
August
 27 at 
San  lose 
Ii 11.1 
I lie 
ipiled, 
witue. mill 
mimics 
114111.
 
S1111111,111%
 .11111 
singer
 
l'atil 
Statilev
 
with di 
1111111111  1'1111 (.11Y. 
and giiitaiist  
At e  
II OM,. altei
 a 
17 %cal
 hiatus. 
KISS 
"Ainiv  til,ils, 
lam, 
who 
11.1%e 
been
 
the band's 
gleatesi  
fol-
lowing sim 
e their 
P173  41(.1)111 
in 
New 
Yolk,  will 
suielv
 be elated
 as 
he band 1 
eS111  re( is the
 
1)14,4  ii 
gushing
 
tongue-teasing
 
explosn 
ins  .11111 
1111%11111  .11 .111111
 
111:11 
hilVe 
111:111tI
 
mill 
legends.
 
"They 
nlaed
 together
 like the% 
nevet split." said 
Kobel!  
Brain 
Limp,  who attended 
ilie 
KISS
 reilliuiull I 
utiu 
ell III  Sititiui 
e.11  
Whele he Ilse., 
li111 ell Is 
everything  you expe( I from
 a KISS 
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 and 
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lit'.
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elicit 
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 " 
11,4
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Chechen 
talks
 
postponed;
 
rebels
 
attack
 
GROZNY, Russia  
(AP)  
Russia's 
security  chief 
Alexander  
Lebed 
interrupted
 peace 
talks  with 
Chechen 
rebel  leaders 
Sunday,  
casting doubt
 on the future 
of
 a 
political  agreement
 they discussed 
to end the 20
-month
 war. 
The fate of an 
earlier cease-fire
 
accord signed by Lebed
 and sepa-
ratist
 commanders also 
appeared 
uncertain,
 with the 
Russians  citing 
truce violations
 and a top com-
mander  refusing 
to
 meet with his 
Chechen  counterpart. 
But Lebed, 
who returned
 to 
Moscow on Sunday
 to work out 
"legal 
difficulties"  with 
the draft 
accord,  insisted 
the peace 
process
 
was 
on
 track. 
"The
 peace 
process 
is in 
motion," 
he told 
Associated  Press
 
Television.  
"The
 joint 
patrols  are 
working, 
local  
commanders  have
 
started to 
withdraw
 troops. 
And  on 
the 29th,
 the real 
withdrawal
 will 
begin.' 
In 
Grozny,  
however,  Gen. 
Vyacheslav
 
Tikhomirov  
refused  to 
meet with 
the rebel 
chief  of staff 
Asian
 Maskhadov
 to sign 
a with-
drawal 
agreement  in 
Grozny, say-
ing
 he would 
not  "play cat and
 
mouse"  following
 a rebel 
attack  on 
a 
Russian  convoy 
Saturday  night. 
There 
were no casualties, 
but 
the 
rebels  forced 58 
servicemen  to 
disarm, the 
Russian military com-
mand said. Russian 
officers  said 
64 
The  
peace  
process
 is in 
motion.
 
Alexander Lebed 
Russia security
 chief 
they 
will  halt 
the 
withdrawal
 of 
troops
 from
 the 
Chechen
 
capital  
due
 to the
 
incident,
 the 
Interfax
 
news 
agency 
reported.
 
Chechen
 and 
Russian  units
 were 
supposed  to 
start 
,pulling
 out 
of
 
ny
 
Grai 
Sunday. 
Next week,
 the 
Russians 
are  to leave several
 south-
ern 
regions and,
 eventually, 
Chechnya  
altogether.  
The 
rebels said the attack 
was a 
"provocation"  by a fringe 
group 
and 
Maskhadov
 repeatedly 
pledged to return the weapons. 
They said late Sunday  most
 of 
the group's 
members were appre-
hended and that the incident was 
"settled." Rebel 
spokesman 
Movladi 
Uclugov
 said a nese 
Tikhomirov-Maskhadov  meeting 
was set for Monday, but there was 
Ito
 immediate 
confirmation
 from 
the Russian
 side. 
Lebed  described the incident 
as 
a "misunderstanding," but said it 
was important. 
Gas prices
 drop 
by half a 
penny 
WS ANGELES (AP) Gasoline prices nationwide 
dropped more than a half -cent per gallon over the 
past two weeks, continuing
 a slide that began after a 
peak
 in May, an industry 
analyst said Sunday. 
The average price at the pump, including all grades 
and taxes. was $L2982 per gallon, 
according
 to the 
Lundberg  Survey of 10,000 
stations nationwide.  
But 
the  
rate  decline 
has  
slowed. 
"Slighdy
 higher
 oil prices seem 
to be slowing 
down 
the gasoline price cuts," 
said Trilby Lundberg, publish-
er of 
the  survey. 
In the
 
latest  survey, taken
 Friday,
 the average price 
of 
gasoline  at self -serve pumps.
 
including
 
taxes,
 was 
$1.2307 for regular un 
$1.3321 for mid-grade 
unleaded
 and $1,4147 for premium unleaded. 
AL 
ftaaervice pumps, the
 
avenge was $1,5795 for 
regular
 unleaded,
 $1.6677
 for 
d -grade 
unleaded 
and
 $1.7362 for premium unleaded. 
Prices
 peaked at just 
over  $1.38 per
 gallon in the 
May 24 Lundberg
 survey.  
"If we agree that 
we
 make peat e, 
let's do it 
seriously,"  he said 
before  
leasing for Moscow. 
The 
militaty  command 
reported  
150 
violations  by rebels
 since the 
truce took 
effect
 Friday. 
A Russian
 servicemim 
was killed 
and two
 were wounded in 
Grozny, 
and  six soldiers 
were  seized by 
rebels  in southern
 Chechnva,
 it 
said. 
Despite
 the disagi 
cements,  joint 
Russian-Chechen  
squads  set up 
under the truce 
patrolled  the dev-
astated capital
 Sunday. 
Chechen 
members of the
 
patrols were jubilaiit.
 but the 
Russians scented subdued. 
"I understand these (Alcatel's. 
They're
 fighting for their 
home-
land and their homes. I know what 
happens next is up 
tic the politi-
c ians, but 
ordinary
 soldiers could 
come to an 
agreement anytime.
 
said
 
Pvt. Fyodoi Clierepkoy, 
a 
Russian 
%oldie,. 
"It's
 suange to he 
standing next 
to
 Chet hell fighters,
 but 1 want to 
go home. My mother 
and  
ms
 girl-
friend are waiting for 
me," he 
added. 
Groins
 was quiet, and
 hundreds 
of refugees were 
returning,
 riding 
in 
buses and trucks or 
walking  
through the
 debris -litter ed 
streets.
 
Russian soldiers 
were breaking 
down
 a checkpoint
 in central 
Grimly, 
honoring  terms 
of the 
agreement 
guaranteeing free 
movement.
 
Russian 
medics
 recovered bod-
ies or 
dead 
soldiers,
 
digging 
corpses  
out 
of the rubble around
 
the 
buildings  where Russian 
forces  
had been sot rounded
 for more 
than two weeks 
after the rebels 
captured 
Gravity
 in early August. 
Senitn 
Russian
 and Chechen
 
commanders
 met earlier in the day 
to cliw lass 
pullout  details. 
Some
 gt (cups of Chet hen 
fight-
ers Were seen 
leasing the city 
Sunday, but it was 
not  clear if they 
we're licading home on 
their own
 
initiative or 
withdrawing  under 
the  
terms 
cit  
the 
awes:mem. 
Troops  
at two large 
Russian  
bases 
on the city outskirts 
were  
hcading
 up trucks and
 dismantling 
some fit 
till, ations. 
but  Min ens 
said the, 
WilS  110 immediate 
plan
 
to
 lent'. 
lit 
satitht.tii
 
Chechtiva,  
jeeps  
with i did insignia
 accompanied 
Mummy legal battle 
Egypt claims Maine 
man can't keep curio 
V1SCASSE  
I. Maine (.AP)   A 
3,000 -
vein -old milimily may become the 
cchcjet 
ii if 
ic cisicicis battle 
Iwiween
 EgYpi 
and a Maine antique% dealer who 
threatens to dump it into the Kennebec 
River 
if
 he 
is
 not 
paid
 for 
his, 
"If the Egyptian government tiles tic 
take it bac k without adequate' c ccitipen-
sation, I'm
 
going tic take the 
MUMMY 
to
 
the Bath 
lit idge at noon, hire a hell -
rowel, light some Bates and mei she 
goes," Tenry lowsis told the Puttland 
Press Herald in a Saturday sticry. 
But the mummy, one- of an estiimited 
500 in the United States, may I 
iglcciccilv
 
belong to Egypt. "At this point we don't 
know if the mummy was pure hased ci 
Egypt or whether it was smuggled out," 
said Abdeleem 
-.pc 
kesmaii liii 
the Egyptian Embassy in Washington, 
D.C. 
"In 
the past, it has depended
 on 
whether the Timmins' was stolen." The 
female niliiiirily 
was on display
 
1 or 
7.'0
 
years at a New Hampshire martial 
before it was bought 
la
 Lewis at auction 
in 1992. Flit. minium is tinsel :timed, its 
bath
 
c halt 
cccl 
I,i,cc k all,' delel
 
Lewis pin it 
on displas in a glass case at 
the tic nt of his 
Ni cc
 
!louse
 
of 
Antiques
 1s1111 
.1 
}nice  tag of 
$20,000,
 
Whit 11 1%1\11(11 die 144)441,111 goseinment 
g01111%,thed.
 
LeWls ler, led a Dade offer
 01 four 
I Lit les-11avidst
 cit inotot s'e les hum 
the 
!Museum of 
Death  in San 
Ihego.  
lie said 
he
 had tync legitimate
 offers, 
including
 one hom a 111.st0ti wimp 
that 
ptoposed donating the. 
ticiciiciiis 
to a 
%%title most
 tit,iiiiitici'', 
ii e' 
tolind. %Ali I laisass,dii et tin genehtl cci 
the Three to eat Pviatinds
 ccl 
Eppt, said 
it is time lot the !minim% to go imme. 
"Ms  opinion, ,invilinig 
Egyptiim  
should he-limg to Egypt," I lawass said. 
"II the !minim% is
 iii us 
il, we would take 
Lowering The Cos 
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Education...  
Every Day 
Office
 
nmapcm
 
orgoamoteed bow prices on: 
 Computers
 & Accessories
 

Software  
ftes 
School 
Supplies  
 Printers, Fax Machines, Calculators 
and 
Other  
Business Machines
 
 
Furniture 
Plus, 
check  out 
the in-store
 
Business 
Center for 
all your 
printing 
and  copying 
needs  
Call
 
1-800-557-3376  
for the 
store 
nearest
 you 
RUM:1411 tanks 
and  manors vehicles
 
withdrawing from 
Shatoi,
 about 30 
miles from (Lromv. 
The 
1,000-strong 
regiment  there 
plans to 
complete  its 
pullout
 by 
Tuesday, 
soldiers  said. 
Chechnya's  political 
status is at 
the 
root of 
the 
war  the 
Chechens 
demand  independence 
from 
Russia,
 whit 
11
 MOSCOW sass it 
will never allow. 
There were indications that the 
draft agreement offers a key com-
promise: a referendum
 on 
Chechnya's
 secession in five sears. 
Before  leasing Chechnva.
 I.ebed 
issued an appeal to the 
Chechen 
people 
to be 
"sensible
 and 
patient" during the difficult
 nego-
tiations
 for peace. 
"The people 
of Chechnva has e 
gone
 through too 
many trials 
already," he said. "The war cursed
 
by all should
 go into the 
past."
 
Chechnya 
declared indepen-
dence in 1991. In December 1994, 
Veltsin
 
sent 
tamps
 to 
crush
 
the sep-
aratist movement. More 
Mart
 
30,000, 
mostly  civilians. have been 
killed. The 
president
 recently put 
Lebed in charge of resohing the 
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Have you 
Validated
 your SJSU 
(pink) Enrollment Transit 
Card??  
Mi
 
1214invp
 
I"'
 
' 
Your validating decal will only 
be accepted on your "pink 
card" 
do not
 place
 decal
  
on_other
 
studentla
 
Every current 
and new student 
must  have a 
validated
 
Enrollment
 Transit Card to receive
 services, benefits and 
access to 
programs
 
sponsored  by Associated Students, or 
provided  
by
 the 
University.  
Returning
 
Students:  
New 
Students:
 
You must have paid your enroll-
ment fees to receive your validating 
decal. 
Your fees must be paid and your 
student I.D. photo taken at 
Admissions and Records to receive 
your Enrollment Transit Card and 
the validating decal. 
You will receive 
your decal by mail 
Please make sure 
Admissions  and 
Records
 
has your 
current
 address.  
Your Validated Enrollment
 Transit Card Provides: 
The A.S. Transit 
Access
 Program' 
allows you to ride a" 
busses
 and light rail in Santa 
Clara County 365 
days
 a year by flashing your card 
to the driver 
The A.S. Business Office (in the Student Union)
 
gives 
you Legal Counseling, Check
 Cashing, 
Campus  Recreation sign-ups, as well as selling 
Student Insurance, Money Orders, Faxes and other 
stiident-oriented services. 
The A.S. Campus Recreation Program 
provides you free or low cost 
Intramural,
 
SpartAerobics, Campus Recreation and 
Adventures. 
University Services 
access to Student Union Event Center. 
Library, Admissions and Records, 
Computer labs and more. 
NEN IMM 
INNIN MEI 11 IMMO INN= MN MIMI INN NI=11 MIMI MI 
'For Information on how
 to use the Transit Access Program and obtain a Personalized Trip Plan 
Call 
ALTRANS
 at 924 -RIDE or fill out this form and take it to the Business Office 
(In
 Student 
Union).  
Name 
Address
 
Home Number( )   
Nearest Major Cross Streets 
City  Zip Code 
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Associated  Students Transit Access Program 
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Sports
 
at a 
glance  
Schedule
 
Football  
 
The  
Spartans begin their 
inaugural
 season in the 
WAC 1 la.m 
Saturday  
when they attempt 
to slow 
down
 the potent
 option 
attack 
of Air Force in 
Colorado  Springs. The 
game 
will be televised
 on KICU, 
channel 
36 
Volleyball
 
 
The  wr 
,rr 'en's volleyball 
tear rt 
begins  its season 
rirtay 
and Saturday
 in 
`,to,_ktori
 where they 
will  
take
 part in a tournament 
'osier
 I 
by former
 Big West 
foes.
 the Tigers
 from the 
jniversity
 of 
Pacific  
Men's  soccer 
 
it 
.0 'pi
 
irtan5,
 
officially  
tir  tht at 
season  730  
r, 
rri  
St 
Jturday
 at 
Spartan  
' turn isthlifl they meet 
iii 
State
 
University  
',tar 
lislaus  
Women's soccer 
 The wart 'en's 
team opens 
its second 
season
 when It 
plays in the 
first of two
 
soc-
cer games at Spartan 
Stadium I la m. 
Saturday,
 
when it ley take on 
ppordine 
Cross 
Country
 
 Ihe tearil will 
be 
off  and 
r,
 inning September 
/ at 
,.  
'd]r
 
Diego  State 
dit,  IN(
 
'nal.  
News & 
notes  
Women's golf 
 It , 
 
lug West champions fin
-
stied se( ond in the NCAA 
ti 
irri 
it 
lips in May 
NFL 
 I ,11111e.r '51S11 ki kta loy 
N,Ecini.y 
t At 
IN?  str 
:ring  
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ken tor the Jirnniy Johnson 
.1 M1,111'11 Doll .ihir is Nedriey 
try 
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 only 39 
of /0 
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SJSU 
athletics
 
enter
 
into
 new
 
era
 
Optimistic
 Ralston 
sees 
undefeated
 
season as a reality 
A111124.310,
 
By Matt Romig 
Spdrlan 1/.0 Sid/ Writer 
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Pilot() KY AARON SLOW 
 SPARLAN DAILY 
Although 
the game 
was 
ovc!r in the first 30 
seconds
 when game 
MVP 
Missael Espinoza of the 
Clash scored the only goal, that did not stop Eric 
Wynalda  
from  
making
 his presence felt. 
Throughout the 
entire game Wynalda and 
Denis  Hamlett 
continued
 
to 
battle
 each other. 
Pilot()  
it 
Asko\  St 
 St'sel Vs D4111 
Clash forward Paul Bravo 
looks  in disbelief at the referee after a goal he kicked was 
disallowed.  
Clash  
victory 
ensures  playoffs
 
By
 Mike Trapisagen 
Swum Daily Staff Writer 
After being held 
scoreless
 for 90 minutes 
in
 
Thursday's 1-0 
shoottnit  victors' iv« the Dallas 
Burn. 
the 
Salt  Jose Clash needed only 
t 
seconds to get 
on
 On. 
scoreboard
 yesterday in its 1-0
 
Will
 over the Colorado 
Rapids in 
front of 12,369 Luis at Spartan 
Stadium.  
Missael
 Espinoza scored the 
goal with assists timing 
from forward Eric 
Wynalda  Ii iii delellt lei 
I,liii
 
it, isle. 
it
 
was  on a corner
 
kit k we've 
been
 plat it ing lot on 
during the week," 
Espinoza  said. "Dovle was 
able
 to put 
it in a comfortable position
 for me and I didn't think 
Issue'," 
Espinoza's goal 
tied
 the Nlajoi 1.cague
 Sot «.1 rii 
iii ii 
for the quickest 
score in a game set 
earliel this season 
by striker jean 
Harbor  of the 
Rapids.  
Clash
 Coach Laurie Calloway
 admit tiel that the
 test 
of the 
game
 wasn't pretty, 
but  his team did 
win.
 
"I 
guess  there was 
more exciting 
soccer played 
in
 our 
41 
loss in 
Kansas
 City, but
 I'll take 
this one 
with  no 
problem,"
 Calloway
 said. 
With 
this
 shutout,
 the 
Clash  have 
secured 
a spot as 
the 
western  
conference's  
heath and
 flit il tt..ini
 to gii 
into
 the 
playoffs.
 
Tilis 
Was tali set toutsltittttitt111
 a Tow,"
 
L:alloWay
 said, 
"which is miraculous 
he us." 
Clash goalkeepei Tom lin« added: "-File mitliielders 
did a good job
 iii 
keeping the ball in our possession .uid 
not giving the other team many opportunities. thir 
defenders welt. also getting the ball out of the box and 
not alloviing ant,' extra chances." 
The Clash will join Kansas City, Icis Angeles ;old 
Dallas as t t. (111.11111C1 
sliii  
the MIS playoffs, lint 
with milt live points separating the ban teams hum 
eat hi 
otliti  
and  six games left, 
the 
seedings
 could 
i flange itt.1.stit ills 
knew if they ante in het e and beat us that we'd 
onlv be one 
point  ahead
 
of
 them,"
 Doyle
 said.
 
"But this 
Will /las lakell Ille 
pi essin e 
tillof
 
its.
 NoW We. 
can try
 to 
move 
tip  in the standings. 
"FAcis game 
ttiiis is 
I'm lit st place and if we continue 
IR it's possible bet dose tivtirybody in our division 
plays 
evervlitely
 else again." 
"I don't want our goys to relax now 
that  we've nearly 
yilidified a spot," Callowav 
said. "1 want them trying for 
thu it tit set ond plot' 
ight now. Two orn
 of our next 
du «. games H i ' .  at 
lii 
mit% 
si 
that's 
to our
 advantage." 
Me 
( 
,l,tsli's 
net
 ganic will he against the
 IA'S Angeles 
tialaxv at 
pin. Siindav ,it Spat 
tan Stadium. 
Classz
 
fled 
Phonc: 
924-3277 MI FAX: 
924-3282
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or E.,,,entary
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recreation
 
services advertised beiow nor is 
P
 1 fro, 2 6 prr
 . M F 
classified edema of the 
Spartan
 
I ii 
I' 
p 
Deity consist 
of pekl advertising  
I., 1' 
Is
 
and 
castings  we 
not  
approved
 or (v,',- 
 
verified by the
 newspaper. 
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EMPLOYMENT
 
SUBSCRIPTION 
CLERK Part Tkne 
Responsible,
 
ii,
 
,;,.  
aLa. to 
create
 
Papers.
 
Must
 
'fi  ' 
Wipe (Lundy AK 
3-4 
;i1
 
$6 
00/h1'.  Call Sue 
a' " er
 
Si'" r' 
Daly. 924 
3283
 
 KlelsPark - TEACHER, PT/FT 
at a
 
high
 .Z. 
5i-i  
Play
 
cente, for 2 2 
11'
Minimum
 
i 
[CF Is 
,I1;  
Flexible
 day. eve, 
& 
owe.,  
d 
hous.
 
Benefts 
akxmi
 Wm,
 
Scuth
 San lose 
Near 
Oakridge  
Mall 
281 
8880  
West Santee 
Near 
Valley
 
Fair  
985
 2599 
I11.f1 
I"; 
1/.7
 
RECEPTIONIST  PART TIME Sl 
was,.
 
f 
,1m  
(n-Por
 
E 
'' 
TEACHER/INSTRUCTOR
 1" 
-
elerh 
schon  s 
reo 
Work
 an...  
; 
Opp for
 tea rr;r,
 
 
,  
VM4082874;  
Ii, 
.4(0..
 
AA 
SHERATON
 
SAN 
JOSE 
,s now rant ,r  . 
for the 
o., ;.J 
FRONT 
DESK.  
Cues.
 
r , 
Phi 
0:w -
her 
Pen,
 
HOUSEKEEPING: 
Guest
 
Pol.,  hen,
 14, 
Fir,,51.14.
 
FAX  
Rest,  v '0 
'14
 
i:
 
*Apo 
 
1801 Barber
 Lr M ;J. r 
Job 
Hotline
 
943,01,iii,
 
1.0  
:r
 1 
Equal Opoort,,nitt, En 
BICYCLE  MESSENGER 
Part
 time 
Ver.  
,r 
H.,  
Great
 
h,,
 
Serving 
Dove
 
, 
Inner  C 
1y
 
12W 
Saint Joey- Sr 
, 
NEED SOME FINANCIAL AID? 
Willing
 to work
 
freernre
 "fares 
make great money, A
-
Radio 
is 
eirpandng,
 rpo,fp., 
you now!
 Dent
 wart. co1 Marge 
(4081 9955905 
1 EARN EXTRA CASH
 S 
up to S120/week! 
Become a Sperm
 Done, 
Healthy
 males. 19-34 years 
ord
 
unsr.
 St udent s/GradszFaceiy 
Contact California Cryobane 
415324-1900,  M F. 8 5pm 
HELP  WANTED
 
Men/Women
 earn $480 
weet
 y 
assembling 
circuit  boards/eec
 
tronic
 
components 
at 
home
 
tap
 
unnecessary,
 will
 train, 
Immediate
 
openings
 
your
 local area 
Call
 
18208804891
 eat 0198.
 
PART TIME BABYSfTTER NEEDED 
, 
lt 7,117k 
OPERATIONS Technical Assistant: 
ry, 
li .. ' : ' 
 
;,:,( ' 
 .qt. 1 rl . ., ,,,sk, 
 no, A, 
'a 11, word 
 !1%
 SAD 
, 1 
'110
 
to' 
f'  1,,,1
 
.c1  
dPICOY
 '5 
slows POWS/ AD140110016 
R4r! 
T me At Home Toil 
Free
 
1
 
1300 f491,497711
 Cit 
82235 for 
Listings 
$1000's POSSIBLE TYPING,  Part 
Tine. At 
Hone  Toil Free 1 800-898 
9778 
ext  T 2236
 for 
listings
 
SUBSTITUTES  FLEXIBLE
 HOURS 
Nafr,r1
 
Si 100 air
 
  ,ii ,f 
', 1o, 
; I  
I' r 
re Ed ,tO P.ese
 
peted
 
ar tie 
'a 
We can 
work  
 
rrr, 
schedule.
 
, 
rit,e1p2
 
4.KX),20
 
DAY CARE TEACHERS 
Small  World Schools is 
hiring  P/T 
and F/T teachers for our school.
 
age day care programs in San 
Jose and Santa 
Clara. Units in 
ECE.
 Rec, 
Psych,
 Soc, Or
 Ethic
 
reo,red These may be competed 
or you he currently 
enrolled.
 
Call  
179
 
3200 ,20 
TUTORING
 
WHY WAIT
 UNTIL ITS TOO  LATE?
 
M,,','" 
at'  courses 
tutored 
Reds°, able 
rates 408/365.9718 
INSURANCE
 
AUTO INSURANCE 
Campus Insurance Service 
Special Student Programs 
Sensing  515U for 20 years 
*Great Rates for Good Drivers" 
Good Rates for Non-Good
 Desert"
 
SPECIAL 
DISCOUNTS  
Geed 
Student' 
 Family 
Multicar" 
CALL TODAY 296.5270 
FREE
 QUOTE 
NO 
HASSLE 
NO 0811GATIONAI 
so open Saturdays
 9-2 
HEALTH & BEAUTY 
TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR? 
Electrolysis
 
is the answer!! 
I remove
 hair
 front
 any where 
On your 
body,  from facial hair
 to 
bikini
 area. Call 
for 
appointment  
Camelia's
 Electrolysis 
Place 
1190 Lincoln, San Jose, 9934093 
Mon-Sat / Free Cons /Eve 
aoots 
All Students Receive 206 Dscount 
MUNI 
III RAISE YOUR GRADES It! 
S1SU 4.0 GPA students share their 
secrets! 
Benefit  from 
their  experi 
ence! New Self tutoring Tech 
nieues. For booklet. send
 
$4.99. 
.99 58.11 to SYNERGIX, Dept SD 
1794 Plaza Casrlas. San lose, CA 
95132. 
WORD PROCESSING 
'AFFORDABLE&
 EXPERIENCED* 
Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term 
Papers,
 Nursing, 
Group  Projects, 
%antes, All Formats, Specializing 
in 
APA. Spelling/Grammar/
 
Punctuation/Editing. 
24,F
 yrs Dip 
WP 51/HP Laser PAM'S 
PROFESSIONAL WCRD 
PROCESSING,  
247 2681, 8am-13pm. 
SERVICES 
WRITING 
ASSISTANCE  any 
subject.
 Why suffer and get pea 
grades
 when help 
is
 just a call 
away? Harvard 
Ph.D.  
(former
 
college teacher) assists
 
with  
research  & writing. 
Tutorial  
also  
avail
 Friendly,  caring, 
confidential
 
Convenient 
Peninsula 
location
 
Dissertation/thesis 
SpeCialist
 
Samples & references 
available
 
Chinese & 
other
 
languages
 
spoken.
 Foreigners welcome!
 
For free
 tips, tools
 and ideas 
on 
how to improve
 
your
 
writing,  
visit Our
 
user 
friendly 
Website
 
at http://www.ael-plus.com 
Regular
 email: acienetcorn.com
 
Call
 for free 
phone
 consultation
 
(415) 521505011...ask tor Dareal. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Want 
to
 be BLOND? RED? 
CHESTNUT? FREE!!! 
Model Si Hail S1-10114. September  
& 9. Also Free Cuts & Perms 
Call 
fiain/9pm 
510538
 
55713
 
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I 
Only 
557(10
 
per
 
yet'
 
Save :grit 6016 
on your 
dental
 needs 
For info call 1 800-6553225 
SPORTS/
 
THRILLS
 
10014  PURE ADRENALINE! 
There is 
nothing  compared to 
The exhilaration 
experienced  by 
skydwing! Tandem. Accelerated
 
Freefaii,
 Turbine Aircraft 
SJSU student owned & operated 
BAY
 AREA SKYDIVING 
1.110.634.7575.
 
SHARED HOUSINQ 
So. 12th St. CHARMING HOUSE 
Great Yard Washer/dryer
 Parking 
$400/mo
 Avail Sept 2978873 
FOR  RENT 
2 NORM. APARTMENt  ESS0/11113. 
 Security 
type
 building 
 
Secure 
Parking  
 
Close 
In 
 
Modem
 
Building
 
 Laundry
 Room 
Village 
Apts 
576  5 
6th 
Sr 
14081 295 6891 
CAMPUS
 
CLUBS  
CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS 
The 
Spartan 
RP,' I I 
are a 
great wit 
rhernhershlu  A 
10,04,01. 
1,J(,,,,!'  
Spel Rale, 
ti,,I 
l 1,1,1.10.1 
REAL ESTATE 
GOVT FORECLOSED tonleS
 Tor
 
Perrra-
 irr
 
3 
lii 
I ouent 
Tax,  
Repo
 s, 14E0 s
 lair 
Area  
Toll  
Free 1 80089497 
714 Lot
 H 2236 
for 
anent  
AUTOS FOR SALE 
SEI- D 
CARS horn
 
$175. 
m1.0, ,1. 
HMW 
11,1,1,  Arra, Joel,. 
4WD
 
's /pia Area 
loll 
ree  
1 
800
 
H98  
,47781
 A
 
2731  for 
CI1111!111
 
Certain  
advertisements in 
these columns
 inlay refer the 
reader to specific teiphors 
numbers or addr   for 
additional Information,  
Class/fled readers should be 
reminded that, 
when
 making 
these further contacts, they 
should requir complete 
information 
before  sending 
money for goods or services 
In addition, readers should 
carefulN invostiadts
 fIrme 
offering employment Noting' 
orcoupons for discount 
locations or merc hiend 
I s  
DAILY CLASSIRED - 
LOCAL RATES 
FOR
 NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL 408-9243277 
Print your ad here.
 Line 
is 30 spaces,  
including
 letters, 
numbers.  
punctuation  & 
spaces 
brffWeeri
 word., 
I t 
I 
HIE 
MFIC1-13
 
71nriFfill 
DEIDE=ELLIEJLl1-11.-1_
 IL U 
ELOOLEET=ELLL___ELEJLJL 
DOEicaomrir-Do-irri-m_il 
c-i=imEiaLicur-ir-inriir-irir-w-][  
Ad
 Rates: 
One Two 
Day Days 
3 lines 5 
:7
 
4 lines 
lA
 
S Ulnas 7 
19 
811n.. 5 110 
Three
 
Days 
'9 
to
 
111 
112 
Four Rye 
A/M1,10.,  
MI'S 
ewe  
$11 $13 
'utscrie
 
$12 
$14 
$13 $15 
114 $16 
Atter the fifth  day, rate Inareasee by 111 aw day. 
,  . 
rim,
 extra charge 
  
1'1it
 
I 
a 
'1 ,1,311,1ble 
in
 bold
 for
 $3 
each
 
SEMESTER RATES 
3-9 
lines  
$70 
 
10-14  Ines:  
$90 
15-19 
iines. 
$110 
...r.
 
Please
 check / 
one 
classification:  
Send check cr 
money  order to 
 
Spartan DaNy Claselfiede 
len 
Apse  Stets 
a    17171  nJose,CA 11r011  

Ciessihed desk is located in Dwight 
Bentel  
hall
 Fir.,om
 209 
SIDeadline  10 CO a m two weekdays  before 
publication 
 AJI ads are prepaid  No refunds on cancelled ads 
 
Rates  for consecutive  publications 
dates  
only 
 QUIMETIONST CALL W14-3277 
 Special
 student
 rates 
available  for these classifications.$.5.00 fore 3 
line ad for 3 
days.  Ads must be 
placed in 
person  in 
DBH 209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required. 
 
Lola & 
Found ads are offered
 free,
 3 lines 
for 3 days, as a 
service  to the campus community. 
 
: 
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Caret:
 University 
harmony targeted 
From  page 
1 
Caret also ment iiiiiiii plans
 to 
imPrfive 
.""Pus 
ini"nnalu'u  
r errant es and literacy la% militant(
 - 
ing
 
Dmitri('
 
litter,
 
who ssas lured as 
Chid matron
 Oilier 
Ile
 also
 
said 
SJSI...
 received 
$2x  
turn
 
Prop.
 203, whi. I, m%sett  
III 
h, and will final «impels 
it It   anon 
iiil 'astute - 
Imes.  
he Public Eden
 
at  Fat 
ilities 
bond
 Act 
of
 I 
trit.rn 
stipulates
 this 
imam%  
((111%t ht. 'Nett for c 
hush 
in - 
..ti et said, "We t taitinue to 
i.  the 
first
 se, 
and (,,Ill11111e 1,, 11111,1,,%1" the 
entire
 
foundation
 on %s hit 11 1110. 
I ,IIIII)11% I eqti." 
"Pall of our theme
 going in to 
this year will be 'going 
the dis-
tant I..'" 
During 
his  sped
 
Ic ( :met
 
thanked Lie lilts 
and  staff for Meii 
summit fle 
also 
iiittodut
 
SeVer - 
al 111(1111,er s 
III( 
Peter 
lea,  
VI, 1%1(1(111 for 1-.1, lilts Allan,. 
I 
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Naljar...\.  
!ate Vi( c 
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Part of our theme 
going in to 
this
 year 
will be 
'going the 
distance.' 
Robert 
Caret  
SfSt.'
 President 
Yct,tsi  tiotably, 
Wiggss  Sisei esen, a  
gas
 Mei lesbian I iglus u tivist, is 
the lid% 
(III et ha 
of
 
Counseling 
Stasi. es. 
SiVel tSell 11.1S been a 
member of the fat ulty situ e 1967. 
(..ii
 
ti c one hided
 by teal fir ruing 
his opposition
 to the ( .alifornia 
Case! Rights Immune, lit odlabora-
non with 
sesei 
al 
California
 State 
I 'meet sin %%stein 
presicleims,  (:aret 
draf ted a 
letter
 «attesting the 
((RI
 
Nsliile the
 
((RI lhtlliiS to be 
slep
 I 
cviiiproviding
 a 
!time 
emilialtle ph% ing field for sttt 
nay. 
Primo
 rev StAN 
SIAKIAN DAII 
Bethany 
Shifflett,  left, and 
Caroline Fee
 discuss the 
upcoming semester
 with SJSU 
President
 Robert Caret.
 
its Alec ts 
will
 !mist iertainly be 
just  up to us to 
explain  whs.. Educanon
 
the I rpposite."
 Caret said. "And 
it
 is is the bridge 
to
 the future." 
Tower:
 
Seismic
 
retrofitting
 
almost  
done
 
From
 page 1 
is 
cit-St. Duman 
flail  
needs  
cut 
die 1-11%1 
HUM 14,1 
4111/1)01!  And 
SW11.111'y 
Ilan will get
 the same. 
Roth 
po-
i« ts will 
be 
funded
 by the 
tat
 tilt
 
fund. 
Zavagno 
said the %distill( 
upgi  tide, whit Ii 
«insisted
 of a 11111111)1.1 if 
steel beams in 
both the .111111I,,11 .111(11vei Hall, 
will  
no 
longer  
Ix'
 esident.
 
"(Passei  shy) \sill only 
nom  e source newly 
painted walls 
and dm new roof but 
the  
maim
 
it',' of 
the 
1,115ff 
iii 
non 
( ii111101
 be 
seen." 
Zavagn.,
 said. 
The 
projea t wasn't finished by 
the hum 
day 
til 
(lass
 
because
 of trams
 
anon%  that 
weren't hilly  
clii. 
iiiiii awl 
1)1.111%
 that 
Weren't 
Wale, Zavagini said.
 
Ile said this is c 
cuutuia 
tic 
with  buildings as 
old as these. 
I 
ttesta
 
Hall was built in 
I.H0  tout Motu Is 
DalleV
 A11(1111,1111111 WAS 
added 10 Vedas 
Wei.
 
layagno said. 
Slosh  
of dm
 
iiine  al 
tenoyations
 in the 
Left: Tower
 Hall, clad in a 
layer of scaf-
folding, is in 
the final stages of a 
summer -
long seismic retrofit 
project.  
I'llt.1,)
 IS ItAitItt \ 1'11111 
- Se %RI s DUI 
auditorium  are 
finished  and 
no
 dist uptne 
w k will be 
done
 (hiring 
( 
lasses,
 iii 
cciciciig
 
to layagno. 
Ile said the 
ri.iing
 
will  be 
ompleted in 
the next 
couple
 of weeks. 
l)an
 
Johnson,  
assoc  
late vice
 president
 cif 
Far ditties
 said Travel 
I lall and 
Morris  l)ailev 
Audit, 
tri  lllll were 
not the 
only 
buildings
 to 
ft'( CM' seismic
 upgrade.% 
on campus.
 Ile 
said 
the  
roofs  of a 
number
 of 
buildings
 4,11 
;11111)11ti Were 
also  
worked on. 
Johnson
 said 
workers  
reilloVed
 a number
 of dean 
over-
hangs .es 
part
 of the falling 
hazards 
removal
 
lattice
 t, also asstx 
iated  with the 
(:Sl
 %%stem 
seismic  Imid. 
Also  a new 
turnaround
 path 
Ica% 
been 
construded  
near
 the 
Seventh
 
Street 
garage
 where 
the  street 
stops
 and the 
campus
 begin. 
()thee c 
ampus 
pt
 tit( IN 
lotted:
 
a new c 
hininev
 on the 
( alma! 
Class' ocrin
 building; 
the last 
phase
 of an 
test
 rest,
 .s 
abatement  program 
in
 
Mae  Quai 
tie 
flan, 
this
 proglant is 
also  funded by 
the 
( ,
 1111111. 
Also  tepairs
 cii 
an
 condition-
nig and a 
new roof for 
!high Gillis 
Hall,  
and a 1 elitiltdeling 
!MT.(  t in 
the
 old field 
house 
at 
South  
Campus
 that
 im ludes 
resamping
 the 
men's  and 
women's  lot 
kit 
'mans 
And  %he 
10111111S,
 ,I1 Said 
the  
1,1,,-
lut
 is artaind 
campus were 
p.m of a "I.  
Its 
list" 
lot  Me c 
aminis  and c 
mit  
appnixincael%
 
$300,000
 
Galvan
 
From page 1 
writing for the 
Topeka West High 
School newspaper 
in 
Kansas where she attended high
 school and was living with 
her father, 
Dan.  
But Jeannie Ruiz, Galvan's 
sister,  said Galvin was a 
writer  at a very  
early age. 
"Julie was very intelligent," Ruiz said. 
From
 a child, 
there were signs she would be a writer." Ruiz said when 
Galvin was seven years old she 
asked for a typewriter, and 
began typing
 letters and poems to her family. 
Galvin
 s writing earned
 her much recognition. 
Besides 
her internship at the 
Washington  Post, Julie also interned 
at 
Knight-Ridder
 in Washinton, D.C., in the 
summer  of 
1995.
 Galvin won
 one 
of the first Herb Caen 
scholarships  
presented  bv the Peninsula
 Press Club earlier 
this  year, 
and a story  she had
 written for Knight-Ridder
 placed 
eleventh in 
the  national Hearst 
Foundation
 competition 
for college
 writers. 
At 
SJSU,  Galvin
 won 
many
 
scholarships,
 
including
 the 
Nancy
 Skelton 
award and 
the 
Mercury
 News 
sponsored 
Rosenthal
-O'Brian  
Scholarship,  
both  awarded
 to SJSU 
outstanding
 journalism
 students
 who 
show
 promise
 in 
their
 field.
 
"She 
always 
made 
a 
presence,"
 said 
Galvin's
 
mother.  
"She 
had 
this
 great
 
determination
 and
 she 
made 
things  
happen."
 
SJSU's  
School  
of
 Journalism
 and
 Mass 
Communications
 
has
 
established
 
a 
scholarship  
in 
Galvin's  
name. 
The 
Galvan 
Scholarship
 
will  be 
awarded  
to print
 
journalism  
students
 who, 
like 
Galvan,  
show
 
promise
 as 
future 
newspa-
per 
journalists.
 
Journalism
 Professor
 
Dave  Grey, who 
worked
 with 
Galvin
 
as the 
SPJ  adviser,  
said  Galvin's 
influence 
reached  
beyond 
the  _journalism 
department. 
"She had a 
wide
 rank 
ing impact 
within
 this building 
and  within the 
campus,
 
he said. "I 
still  lind it hard to accept
 that she won't be 
here." 
Journalism Associate Professor Bob Rucker said journal-
iS111 lost "a shining star, a wonderful person, 
tremendous  
talent"
 when (aviin was killed!. 
"She 
was  an inspiration 
to everybody, 
students  and fac-
ulty,"  
Rnic ket said. 
"She epitomized
 everything 
that San 
just' Stale
 ivci sits is abolit."
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10 films
 
this  
week  
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$9 
millicu
 
2. 
"Tin
 ( 
am," $1.4./4
 
3. 'A 
Si -is ILu cuts Mc, cal," 
$7.11111111,41
 
-I. "A !mid. to 
Kill," $6.2 million.
 
71.
 
"Jac
 k," 
$5.9 
million.
 
-Indeptaitlelit  e Dit'," 11-19
 
7. "The 
Fan," 53.5  
million.
 
14. "F.  a."
 S2.5 million.
 
9. S c -  
52.3 million 
In. 
-She's  the ( 
)iie,"
 $2.2 
IN A 
SPORT  
WHERE
 YOU CAN'T
 USE 
YOUR
 HANDS,
 
YOU 
HAVE TO 
CHOOSE 
YOUR  
SHOES
 VERY 
CAREFULLY.
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OUTIt  IS 
AT GILROY
 TAKE 
HWY 101 
TO 
LEAVESLEY
 
ROAD  EXIT 
TO 152 
WEST / 
MON-FRI  
10AM-9PM
 SAT 
9AM-9PM  
SUN  10AM 
6PM 
14061847-4300
 
